Oldsmobile alero transmission fluid

David Hobbs helped make these videos. This video shows you how to add transmission fluid to
your Oldsmobile Alero. Before adding transmission fluid, make sure that your engine was
running when you checked the fluid level. If the transmission fluid level on your Alero is low,
you need to add fluid through the dipstick tube. Oldsmobile has been developed sophisticated
transmissions through years and it is critical that you add the exact type of transmission fluid
stipulated by your owner's manual typically in the back of the manual in a section titled Fluid
Capacities. When adding transmission fluid to your Alero, be sure to add it slowly as the
transmission fluid capacity is reached quickly and it is difficult to remove excess fluid if you
overfill. If you are having problems with the transmission in your Alero, such as clunky shifting
or hesitation, check the fluid level first - it is amazing how many drivers pay thousands of
dollars for transmission work when a half quart of transmission fluid would have fixed the
problem. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Power steering fluid is easy to check and many people mechanics included often
forget about - learn how here. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace an interior fuse. Replace fog
lights. Don't be caught in the fog with burnt out fog light bulbs. Set the clock to the correct time.
Is the clock in your car ahead or behind? Learn how to set it here! Sedan 4 Door. Check power
steering fluid level. See all videos for the Oldsmobile Alero. We have a massive and growing
video library, but we don't have everything Honda City helped make these videos. The engine in
your Oldsmobile Alero should be running when you perform a transmission fluid level check,
otherwise it will be inaccurate. The video above shows where the transmission fluid dipstick is
located in your Alero and how to check the transmission fluid level. If the transmission fluid
level in your Alero is low, you need to add transmission fluid through the dipstick tube. When
adding transmission fluid to your Alero, be sure to add it slowly as it will fill up quickly and is
difficult to remove excess fluid if you overfill. If you are having problems with the transmission
in your Alero, such as clunky shifting or hesitation, check the fluid level first - it is amazing how
many drivers pay thousands of dollars for transmission work when a half quart of transmission
fluid would have fixed the problem. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it
is probably not getting enough juice from and will likely wear out sooner. Cars burn, leak and
otherwise dispense of their oil. Check your level frequently and top up when necessary. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace the front turn signal. If your blinker doesn't
blink, or blinks rapidly, you likely have a burnt out bulb. Clean the gunk off of your battery.
Change a tail light. The burnt out tail light: classic reason for a cop to pull you over - change
yours now. Oil level check. See all videos for the Oldsmobile Alero. We have a massive and
growing video library, but we don't have everything The Oldsmobile Alero was manufactured in
Lansing, Michigan between and It was the company's last compact car produced. One
complaint repeated about the car is that it's difficult to fill with transmission fluid. However,
filling the car's transmission fluid is a relatively simple task once you find the fill cap. Finding
that part is the most difficult part of the process. Open the hood and prop it up with the safety
bar. Locate the transmission fluid dipstick. Check to see what color the fluid is. The fluid should
be a clear red color. If it's brown the transmission fluid should be replaced. With normal use, the
transmission fluid needs to be changed every 30, miles. Place the dipstick back in the engine
and bring it out again. Look at how high the liquid comes up on the stick. If it's below the
middle, its time to put more fluid in the tank. If its below the MIN line it means the tank has a
leak and needs to be repaired before putting more fluid inside. Check the owner's manual for
amount and type of transmission fluid used in the vehicle. These vary for the different years of
the car. Locate the transmission fluid fill port, which is next to the dipstick. Remove the black
cap. Place a funnel in the fill port hole and pour in an appropriate amount of transmission fluid.

Check the levels according to directions in Step 3. Put in more if needed and re-check. Replace
cap securely. Close the engine hood. Turn on the car and let it idle for 10 minutes to circulate
the fluid to the engine. Matt Scheer began writing professionally in He is also a certified Yoga
teacher and Web designer. Step 1 Drive the car for about 10 minutes to warm up the engine and
fluids. Step 2 Open the hood and prop it up with the safety bar. Step 3 Place the dipstick back in
the engine and bring it out again. Step 4 Check the owner's manual for amount and type of
transmission fluid used in the vehicle. Step 5 Place a funnel in the fill port hole and pour in an
appropriate amount of transmission fluid. The transmission in the Oldsmobile Alero is a closed
system and doesn't have a dipstick for checking fluid level and condition. For this reason it is
even more important to change the fluid at the service interval indicated in your owners manual.
Vehicles that are driven under heavy driving conditions such as heavy traffic should have the
transmission fluid and filter changed at least every 50, miles. Changing the fluid and filter is well
within the average home mechanic's ability, even with the different fill procedure. Lift the front
of the Alero with a floor jack and position two jack stands under the front sub frame. Lower the
car onto the jack stands, and remove the jack from under the car. Raise the rear of the car with
the floor jack and position the other pair of jack stands under the rear sub frame. It is important
for the vehicle to be level when it is on the stands when adding the fluid to the transmission.
Place a drain pan under the transmission pan and remove the 10 mm bolts attaching the pan to
the transmission. Remove the last few bolts slowly, and hold the pan in place, to prevent
accidental spillage of fluid if the pan drops suddenly. Lower the pan into the drain pan. Remove
the transmission filter by rotating the filter while pulling down. Additional fluid will drain out
when the filter is removed. Use a screwdriver to pry out the orange rubber seal in the hole that
the filter plugs into. Push the new seal that comes with the transmission kit into the
transmission where the filter snaps in. Push the new filter into the seal until it seats fully. A few
taps with the palm of your hand may be needed to seat the filter completely. Remove the old
gasket from the transmission pan and the transmission sealing surface. Attach the
transmission pan gasket to the pan using adhesive. Bolt the pan into place on the transmission
and tighten the bolts snugly. Avoid over-tightening the bolt to prevent splitting the gasket and
causing it to leak. Remove the check plug on the transmission case, located bellow and slightly
in-board of where the passenger side drive axle plugs into the transmission. This can be a little
difficult to remove because it is between the engine and transmission and there is not much
room to maneuver. Remove the large red fill plug located on top of the transmission. This is
accessible from under the hood. Inset the transmission funnel into the fill opening and add
Dextron 3 transmission fluid until it runs out the check plug. Replace the check plug, and the fill
plug. Lower the vehicle from the jack stands and test drive. Lee Sallings is a freelance writer
from Fort Worth, Texas. Specializing in website content and design for the automobile
enthusiast, he also has many years of experience in the auto repair industry. He began his
writing career developing and teaching automotive technical training programs. Items you will
need Floor jack Jack stands two pairs Socket set Drain pan Filter and gasket kit Gasket
adhesive Dextron 3 transmission fluid. Check your Oldsmobile Alero's transmission fluid
periodically to be sure that fluid is running through the system properly. Change the
transmission fluid periodically, approximately every 40, miles. Dirt roads or inner-city driving
are likely to wreak more havoc on your transmission's fluid than highway driving, but the fluid
should be monitored regularly regardless of driving conditions. Run the Alero's engine and shift
it into each gear while driving it for approximately 5 minutes. This ensures that the transmission
fluid is running through the system and not sitting stagnant, in order to produce a more
accurate level reading. Elevate the front end of the Alero using the car jack and place it on two
jack stands, one on each side by the front tires. Shake your car to be sure that it is stable on the
stands and will not fall while you are under it. Locate the transmission check plug on the side of
the transmission pan in the center front end of the car. Press the Alero's emergency brake
completely to the floor so that the car will not roll off the jack stands when you take it out of
gear. Shift the gear stick to "neutral. Stick the screwdriver into the check plug hole. If the
transmission fluid does not reach the top of the screwdriver near the handle, or if it appears
thick, red, sticky or corroded, it's probably time for a transmission fluid change. If the fluid is
thin, clear or light orange, clean and reaches the top of the screwdriver near the chec
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k plug opening , it is likely fine. Today, Cunningham is a legal assistant and freelance writer
looking forward to the completion of her first book. Step 1 Run the Alero's engine and shift it
into each gear while driving it for approximately 5 minutes. Step 2 Turn the engine off and

remove the key as a safety precaution. Step 3 Elevate the front end of the Alero using the car
jack and place it on two jack stands, one on each side by the front tires. Step 4 Shake your car
to be sure that it is stable on the stands and will not fall while you are under it. Step 5 Locate the
transmission check plug on the side of the transmission pan in the center front end of the car.
Step 6 Unbolt the cap on your check plug, using the socket wrench. Step 7 Press the Alero's
emergency brake completely to the floor so that the car will not roll off the jack stands when
you take it out of gear. Step 8 Shift the gear stick to "neutral. Long screwdriver for use as
dipstick Socket wrench Car jack Jack stands.

